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This triple purpose family format book
allows you to educate and entertain young
children while quickly discovering how to
easily manage large bamboo on your city
lot. While enjoying lush, inspirational
photographs of bamboo growing on the
authors city lot, you will learn a few
simple, yet essential facts about how
running bamboo grows, so that you too can
enjoy this outstanding, exquisite plant.
Section I is dual purpose for either children
to enjoy short rhymes and photos or for
busy adults to grasp the basic content of the
book with a few key words. For those
interested in pursuing the subject further,
Section II provides additional detail while
remaining concise and to the point. The
beauty, intrigue, attraction, and sometimes
controversial nature of bamboo, along with
the quick and easily understood content
provides the third purpose: a smaller,
casual coffee table book ready to entertain
visitors of all ages and stimulate
conversation.
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